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ABSTRACT 
Gas holdup is one of the most important hydrodynamic parameters needed for reliable 
design, performance estimation, and scale-up of stirred tank reactors (STRs). In the present 
work, local gas holdup is measured in an acrylic stirred tank reactor equipped with a Rushton 
impeller using X-ray computed tomography (CT) for many different operating conditions. 
Power consumption for different operating conditions is determined to identify various STR 
flow regimes. The gas holdup results obtained by X-ray CT imaging are presented as: (i) 
profiles along all 3 axes, (ii) plots of local gas holdup along the x-axis, (iii) average gas 
holdup for z-slice, and (iv) overall gas holdup for the imaging region. The high resolution of 
the X-ray CT system allows for the visualization of minor details such as recirculation zones 
behind the baffles. The results show that there are dramatic differences in gas dispersion 
depending on the flow regime. Completely dispersed conditions have a relatively constant 
holdup profile while flooded conditions have a parabolic shape with an increase in gas 
holdup towards the center of the tank. The CT slices show that there is very little visual 
difference between scans taken in the same operating regime, even though there are 
differences in impeller speed and gas flow rate. Average z-slice holdup values increase with 
increasing height from the impeller for the flooded condition, while the opposite occurs for 
the loaded and completely dispersed conditions. Local gas holdup conditions are sensitive to 
tank design, which are shown by differences in the x- and y-slices. Overall holdup values for 
the image region are determined and shown to increase as the impeller speed increases while 
holding Qg constant. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
In the chemical and processing industries, stirred tank reactors (STRs) are often used 
to carry out reactions between liquids and gases. Gas holdup, which is defined as the 
volumetric gas fraction (also called void fraction), is one of the most important 
hydrodynamic parameters needed for reliable design, performance estimation, and scale-up 
of these reactors. Gas holdup depends on the gas and liquid properties, superficial velocity, 
presence of solids, sparger design, reactor internals, and power consumption. In order to 
better design STRs, it is highly desirable for engineers to know the local gas holdup and how 
it changes with different operating conditions. The knowledge of local gas holdup can also be 
used for validating computational fluid dynamic (CFD) codes and for advancing the 
understanding of mixing fundamentals. 
The measurement of local gas holdup in STRs has not been reported by many 
authors, while overall average gas holdup has been reported by many. Measuring local gas 
holdup is extremely difficult because invasive probes are just that, invasive, and they only 
provide a point source measurement. Tomographic measurement methods provide an 
alternative approach to measuring local gas holdup. They have the advantage of being 
nonintrusive, and they can provide a wide measurement area during a single measurement 
process. 
To date, no local gas holdup measurements in a stirred tank reactor are available in 
the open literature using X-ray computed tomography. These data are the focus of this thesis. 
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1.2 Goals 
The following work will focus on measuring local gas holdup in a stirred tank reactor 
under different operating conditions using X-ray computed tomography. This will be 
accomplished through the following goals: 
1. Review previous methods for measuring gas holdup. 
2. Measure power consumption by the STR under different operating conditions to 
identify various flow regimes. 
3. Qualitatively analyze local gas holdup in the STR. 
4. Quantitatively analyze local and global gas holdup. 
The rest of this thesis will expand upon the above ideas. Chapter 2 will review STR 
hydrodynamics and both invasive and noninvasive techniques for measuring gas holdup. 
Chapter 3 will summarize the equipment and experimental methods for measuring power 
consumption and local gas holdup. Chapter 4 will present and discuss the results from power 
consumption and local gas holdup measurements. Finally, chapter 5 will provide a short 
summary of the conclusions of this study and outline recommendations for further study. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter is divided into 5 sections. The first section outlines the basic components 
of a stirred tank reactor and common STR dimensionless numbers. The second section 
describes the hydrodynamics of a stirred tank reactor. The third section reviews invasive 
techniques previously used to measure gas holdup. The fourth section describes noninvasive 
techniques that are used to determine gas holdup. The last section provides a summary of the 
literature review. 
2.1 Stirred Tank Reactor Basics 
This section is separated into two subsections. The first section describes the 
geometry and components of a stirred tank reactor along with some common assumptions. 
The second section provides definitions for dimensionless numbers commonly used in 
modeling and correlating data for stirred tank reactors. 
2.1.1 Geometry, Components, and Assumptions 
Stirred tank reactors come in many different sizes with various geometric 
characteristics, but between the late 1940s and early 1960s, a standard geometry shown in 
Fig. 2.1 (Figures are found at the end of the respective chapter.) was established for single-
phase mixing (Tatterson, 1991). The standard geometric configuration evolved from power 
studies and is not the optimum geometry for all processes. All dimensions are scaled to the 
tank diameter (T). The main components of the tank include the impeller, baffles, and 
sparger, each of which are described in the following paragraphs. 
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Impeller 
An impeller is used to bring fluid motion to the entire tank and breakup bubbles (if 
gas is also injected into the tank). The standard impeller used in STRs is a Rushton turbine 
(Fig. 2.2) named in recognition of JH Rushton and his co-workers who did a lot of research 
on mixing and agitators in the 1950s (Nienow, 1998). The disk located in the middle of the 
impeller forces air into the high shear region of the blades. Recently, there have been more 
impellers designed that alter performance; these include radial flow impeller variations and 
many types of downward or upward pumping axial flow impellers. Some STRs utilize two or 
more impellers with different combinations depending on the desired flow pattern and 
operating conditions. Additional impellers are discussed in detail by Ungerman (2006). 
Baffles 
Four vertical wall baffles are typically located in the STR and equally spaced with a 
width of 0.1T. Wall baffles maximize power input to the fluid and cause the vortex to break 
up, which minimizes solid body rotation and promotes mixing (Tatterson, 1991). Barona 
(1979) stated that in a non-baffled tank, the energy transmitted to the liquid is 4 to 6 times 
less than that transmitted in a baffled tank using the same impeller and equal speeds. 
Sparger 
There are two main types of spargers (ring or point) used in STRs, both of which are 
positioned below the impeller. Warmoeskerken and Smith (1985) used a ring sparger and a 
point sparger in their studies. While varying the impeller to sparger clearance, the flooding to 
loading transition occurred at conditions within ±10% with the different spargers. If the ring 
sparger diameter is greater than the impeller disc, then considerable differences are noted 
(Nienow et al., 1985). From these studies, it can be concluded that as long as the sparger 
diameter is smaller than the disc, variations in sparger design have little effect. 
STR Assumptions 
The STR is usually run at steady state and operated at conditions to ensure good 
mixing. Therefore, the following assumptions are made in modeling STRs: no spatial 
variations in concentration, temperature, or reaction rate throughout the tank (Fogler, 1999). 
2.1.2 Dimensionless Numbers 
Froude Number 
The Froude number (Fr) represents the ratio between inertial and gravitational forces 
and is defined by: 
Fr = ^_ (2.1) 
g 
where N is the impeller speed, D is the impeller diameter, and g is the acceleration due to 
gravity. 
Gas Flow Number 
The gas flow number (Fig) represents the ratio of the gas flow rate to the impeller 
pumping rate and is defined by: 
f ,
. = H 7  < 2 2 >  
where Qg is the gas flow rate. 
Power Number 
There are two types of power numbers, gassed and ungassed. The power number 
represents the ratio of the pressure differences producing the flow to the inertial forces of the 
dispersion. The power number is analogous to the friction factor for pipes or drag coefficient 
for particles (Nienow, 1998). The gassed power number is defined as: 
< 2 3 >  
where Pl is the density of the fluid and Pg is the impeller power input into the liquid with 
sparged gas. The ungassed power number is defined as: 
( 2 4 )  
where P0 is the impeller power input into the liquid without gas being sparged into the tank. 
Reynolds Number 
The Reynolds number (Re) represents the ratio of inertial to viscous forces and is 
defined by: 
pLND2 
Hf 
Re = ^  (2.5) 
where the density (pL) and dynamic viscosity (|if) are properties of the fluid. The Reynolds 
number is typically used to distinguish between laminar and turbulent flow. 
2.2 Hydrodynamics 
This section is divided into three subsections. The first section describes the flow 
local to the impeller. The second section describes the hydrodynamics and power curves of a 
STR while holding the gas flow rate constant. The last section describes the hydrodynamics 
and power curves when the impeller speed is held constant while varying the gas flow rate. 
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2.2.1 Flow Around Impeller 
The flow around the impeller has been studied intensively with and without aeration. 
In a stirred tank, the flow around the impeller controls power consumption, coalescence, and 
dispersion in gas-liquid mixtures to a large degree. Van't Reit and Smith (1975) showed that 
a pair of roll vortices develop behind the upper and lower edge of the blade in an ungassed 
system. The rotation of the roll vortices cause a relative under pressure along the axis. When 
the system is gassed, the under pressure along the axis draws more gas in towards the vortex 
core, which leads to the formation of ventilated cavities. The cavities have a streamlining 
action which lowers the drag coefficient causing the power demand of the impeller to drop. 
Van't Riet (1975) studied the cavity formation around impeller blades and defined three 
distinct types of cavities which form in low viscosity liquids and they depend on stirrer speed 
and gas flow rate: (1) vortex cavities, (2) clinging cavities, and (3) large cavities. 
At low gas flow rates, the rotational structure is present with the dominant action 
being the roll vortices drawing in the gas. The large centrifugal force field associated with 
vortex cavities allows for highly efficient gas capture (Ranade and Deshpande, 1999). The 
vortex cavities (Fig. 2.3a) attract gas near the impeller, while dispersing gas from the 
downstream tip of the cavity. While holding the stirrer speed constant and increasing the gas 
flow rate, the cavity grows in diameter until it starts to interfere with the rotation of the liquid 
in the region between the impeller blade and cavity (Smith and Warmoeskerken, 1985). With 
the reduction in rotation, there is a distinct change in the cavity from a roll vortice to a 
clinging cavity (Fig 2.3b). Now, the cavity is attached to the horizontal edge of the blade. 
The flow is still directed outwards with dispersion occurring at the turbulent outer surface. 
With a further increase in gas flow rate, large cavities begin to develop (Fig 2.3c); they are 
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characterized by clear smooth surfaces from which the gas breaks away gently from the rear 
surfaces. When large cavities have formed, there is hardly any of the original vortex motion 
left. A major difference between large cavities and vortex and clinging cavities is that large 
cavities block part of the radial outflow from the impeller causing lower radial fluid 
velocities outside the impeller region when compared to the other two cavity shapes (Van't 
Riet, 1975). 
The two phase flow around a six-blade Rushton impeller can be looked at as a 
collective whole. At low gas flow rates, 6 vortex cavities can be seen (Fig 2.4a). At higher 
gas flow rates and the same impeller speed, 6 clinging cavities form (Fig 2.4b). When the gas 
flow rate is further increased, a symmetric 3-3 structure forms where large cavities alternate 
with clinging cavities. At an even higher gas flow rate, 6 large cavities form but are of 
different size, while still maintaining the alternating pattern between big and small (Fig 2.4c). 
Smith and Warmoeskerken (1985) found that the 3-3 structures were stable with the cavities 
not changing blades during operation and the blade with the original large cavity was 
random. Up to the appearance of the 3-3 structures, the impeller region is not flooded (i.e., N 
> Nf), where flooding is defined by Warmoeskerken and Smith (1985) as the axial flush of 
gas through the impeller plane up to the free liquid surface. Further gas flow rate increases 
cause the impeller to become flooded and operate in the regime N < Nf. In this region, six 
ragged cavities (Fig 2.4d) form that oscillate violently and usually only cover the upper half 
of the blade (Nienow et al., 1985). The power draw (Pg/P0) increases due to the pressure at 
the front of the blade being greater than at the back. The ragged cavities appear like clinging 
cavities except for the fact that they are shortened, and the gas breaks away at the rear end 
rather than at the edge of the cavity. 
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2.2.2 Constant Qg 
The hydrodynamics of a STR are complicated and depend on many factors including 
the tank geometry, impeller speed, gas flow rate, and liquid viscosity. Gas enters the tank 
from the sparger located below the impeller. Through impeller induced shear and mixing, the 
bubbles are reduced in size and distributed throughout the tank. Increasing the impeller speed 
increases the gas-liquid interfacial area and mass transfer. The flow is considered laminar 
when Re ^ 10 and turbulent when Re > 20,000, thereby giving a large transition region 
defined by 10 < Re < 20,000. A Rushton impeller operating in the turbulent regime has a 
radial flow pattern as shown in Fig. 2.5. 
A common way to describe the hydrodynamics of a STR is to hold the gas flow rate 
Qg constant and vary the impeller speed N. Ni enow et al. (1977) showed through visual 
observation that at a particular gas rate, the tank goes through different bulk mixing stages as 
the impeller speed is increased (Fig. 2.6). In Fig. 2.6, the impeller speed is increased from left 
to right while the gas flow rate is held constant. Nienow et al. (1977) summarized these bulk 
flow regimes as follows: (a) negligible dispersion, (b) enough dispersion to cause the upper 
part of the tank to behave as a bubble column, (c) gas circulation occurring mainly in the 
upper part of the tank, (d) gas circulation throughout tank, and (e) formation of secondary 
circulation loops. 
When Qg is constant, Npg or Pg/P0 is usually plotted as a function of flow number Flg. 
The power curve generally follows the trend shown in Fig. 2.7, which is useful for 
determining the bulk flow regimes. The local minimum labeled Ncd corresponds to the 
impeller speed associated with complete gas dispersion. Once Ncd is reached, gas is 
distributed throughout the tank. The local maximum labeled Nr corresponds to the impeller 
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speed associated with gas recirculation. When the impeller speed is greater than or equal to 
Nr, the flow pattern in the tank looks like Fig. 2.6e. The other local maximum in Fig. 2.7 
labeled Nf, corresponds to the impeller speed during the flooding/loading transition. 
The bulk flows produced with Rushton impellers go through three well defined 
regimes as shown in Fig. 2.8 (Nienow et al., 1985). From N = 0 to N = Nf (Fig 2.8a), the 
impeller is said to be flooded and dominated by a two-phase gas-liquid flow up the middle 
and a liquid flow down at the walls. The impeller stops pumping and the gas rises axially to 
the surface. Between Nf <N <Ncd (Fig 2.8b), the impeller is able to better distribute the gas 
horizontally. Still, there is poor distribution of the gas throughout the vessel due to the 
buoyancy forces of the gas being larger than the impeller radial force. For N > Nf, the 
impeller is said to be loaded. Much work has been done to predict the flooding/loading 
transition as it is crucial in the design of stirred tank reactors. When N > Ncd, gas is dispersed 
throughout the vessel. In the region N » Ncd, large amounts of gas recirculate and secondary 
loops are formed as shown in Fig. 2.8c. 
2.2.3 Constant N 
Another common way to describe the hydrodynamics of a STR is to hold the impeller 
speed constant while varying the gas flow rate. The hydrodynamics of a STR and the power 
drawn are closely related and can be seen when Pg/P0 is plotted as a function of flow number 
Fig at constant impeller speed. Figure 2.9 shows the general shape of this plot. When Fr < 
0.045, the 3-3 structure does not form as the gas flow rate is increased (Nienow et al., 1985). 
The change in bulk flow from loaded to flooded (Fig. 2.8b to 2.8a) is accompanied by a 
change from clinging to ragged cavities and a step decrease in power consumption. When Fr 
> 0.045, the 3-3 structure is observed and the transition from Fig. 2.8b-a is accompanied with 
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a change from the 3-3 structure to six ragged cavities at the flooding-loading point and an 
increase in power consumption. 
The shape of the power curve shown in Fig. 2.9 has two very distinct parts: (1) a 
convex part at low gas rates, and (2) a concave part at high gas rates (Warmoeskerken and 
Smith, 1982). The inflection point corresponds to the transition from 6 clinging cavities to 
the 3-3 structure of clinging and large cavities (Warmoeskerken et al., 1981). Before the 
inflection point, the gas power curve tends to drop quickly. After the inflection point, there is 
a gradual drop in the power curve and this corresponds to the fact that the transition from 3 to 
6 large cavities occurs slowly. At even higher gas rates, the power curve becomes more 
gradual due to the stability from the cavities reaching maximum size. The different types of 
cavities have a direct effect on power consumption which is explained by Smith and 
Warmoeskerken (1985) and visually presented by Kapic (2005) in Fig. 2.10. The regions 
identified in Fig. 2.10 correspond to: 
a. A stable regime with six vortex cavities in which the power demand differs slighty 
from an ungassed system. 
b. A stable regime with six clinging cavities in which the power demand is at most 
10% lower than an ungassed system. 
c. A stable regime with a 3-3 system of large and clinging cavities. The power 
demand is approximately 40% lower than an ungassed system. 
d. A stable regime with a 3-3 system of large cavities of alternating size. The power 
demand stays low in this regime. 
e. A stable regime in which the cavities grow resulting in a very low power demand. 
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f. An unstable regime in which the impeller is flooded. Six vibrating cavities occur 
which cause an increase of about 25% in the power demand compared to the 
minimum value. 
Smith and Warmoeskerken (1985) produced a flow regime map for a tank with T = 
1.2 m and D = 0.48 m that showed the transitions from different flow regimes (Fig. 2.11). 
The following regimes were identified in the map: (1) vortex or cling cavities, (2) 3-3 
structure of large cavities or large and clinging, and (3) ragged cavities. The transition from 
(1) to (2) corresponded to the inflection point in Fig. 2.9. The dashed line represented Nr 
which accompanied a peak in power demand. When flooding occured and ragged cavities 
were formed, the power usually increased due to the fact that the ragged cavities had less of a 
streamlining effect. In summary, the cavity type formed is very important because it has a 
direct effect on the power demand and hydrodynamics of the STR. 
2.3 Invasive Measurements 
Invasive measurements techniques are often used to measure gas holdup. Many 
invasive methods were developed in the early 1960s before noninvasive techniques were 
common. The problem with invasive techniques is that the flow is affected by the presence of 
the probes. This section describes many of the invasive techniques used to measure gas 
holdup in a stirred tank reactor, which include a heat transfer probe, a needle probe, and a 
suction method. 
2.3.1 Heat Transfer Probe 
Hot film anemometry is a cheap technique that leads to local gas holdup and liquid 
average velocity. Heat exchange between an electrically heated probe and surrounding liquid 
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medium forms the basis for hot film anemometry. When bubbles pass by the probe, a 
noticeable drop in heat exchange is observed which causes a discontinuity in the probe 
electrical output (Boyer et al., 2002). From the signal, time-averaged gas holdup can be 
evaluated at the probe location. Lu and Ju (1987) used a conical hot-film probe CTA 
(constant temperature anemometry) to determine the local gas holdup and liquid velocity in a 
flat-bottomed cylindrical vessel of 28.8 cm internal diameter equipped with a disk-type 
turbine of diameter 9.6 cm. When the sparging rate was low, some of the bubbles could not 
be detected because they were too small to influence the response of the probe; which lead to 
an underestimation of the local gas holdup. The maximum error for local gas holdup 
measurement was ±10% for holdup higher than 10% and ±20% for holdup lower than 5%. 
2.3.2 Needle Probe 
Needle probes are thin, sharp ended, and positioned to face the flow direction so that 
as many bubbles as possible are pierced by the probe. The two main types of needle probes 
are optical fiber probes and a group known as impedance probes. 
Optical probes are made from quartz. Optical probes utilize the differences in the 
index of refraction between the two phases. Optical probes work on the principle that a light 
beam is transmitted through a liquid medium and reflected back when surrounded by gas. A 
phototransistor gives an analog signal output proportional to the received light intensity. 
Kumar et al. (1997) report that optical probes should mainly be used in transparent systems, 
with low void fractions, and at moderate temperatures. The probe would have a hard time 
detecting changes in voids if the bubble size was too small. Wang et al. (2006) used a fiber 
optic probe to measure the local gas holdup over a wide range of stirring speeds in a stirred 
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tank of T = 380 mm equipped with a Rushton turbine. The results were consistent and in 
accordance with others in the literature. 
Resistive, conductive, and capacitance probes are normally referred to as impedance 
probes. Resistivity probes detect the variation in resistance between two electrodes when 
bubbles pass through the gap. Bombac et al. (1997) used a microresisitivity probe to measure 
the local gas holdup in a vessel of diameter 450 mm. The differences between integrated 
values of the local gas holdup and measured gas holdup by liquid level change were smaller 
than 9% for all conditions. Also, the reproducibility error was smaller than 4%. 
Conductivity probes utilize the difference in gas and liquid conductivity and work 
well in aqueous gas-liquid systems (Kumar et al., 1997). An electrical conductivity probe has 
a stainless steel needle exposed at the end and a large electrode mounted on the wall. When 
the liquid is in contact with the tip, the electric circuit between the wall and tip is closed. 
Bubbles hitting the tip cause the circuit to be broken. Therefore the probe acts like a switch 
giving a binary signal. By summing the time duration of pulses for gas bubbles passed 
through the pointed end, the gas holdup at each position can be determined. Problems arise 
from the fact that some solutions are not very conductive, which can be overcome by adding 
salt. Also, the conductivity probe is sensitive to how it is positioned with respect to the flow. 
Takenaka and Takahashi (1996) used an electrical conductivity probe to measure local gas 
holdup in a stirred tank reactor. The probe had a fine pointed end made of a 100 pm diameter 
platinum cylinder. The results obtained were close to the results obtained by other 
investigators. Greaves and Barigou (1988) used a conductivity probe to determine the 
difference in height between the gassed and ungassed state, which lead to a global gas holdup 
value. 
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Capacitance probes utilize differences in the dielectric constant of each phase (Kumar 
et al., 1997). Favre et al. (1993) used an invasive plate and frame capacitance probe to 
determine local gas holdup in a stirred tank reactor with two Rushton turbines. Two square 
stainless steel plates of length 5 cm with a distance of 2 cm between each plate were installed 
5 cm above the top impeller. A voltage of 0.5 V was applied between the two plates. Their 
results show that the derived holdup value using the capacitance probe was smaller than the 
global value determined by liquid level change. Capacitance probes will not work very well 
in ionic liquids because the conductivity of the medium will interfere with the permittivity 
measurement. Some errors could also occur from the probe frequency response. 
2.3.3 Suction Method 
The suction method is simple and provides measurement of the local gas holdup and 
equivalent bubble size. Nagase and Yasui (1983) used this technique to measure local gas 
holdup and described the technique in detail. The technique uses two electrodes, one to 
measure holdup and the other to measure bubble velocity. A vacuum pump is used to draw 
the local gas-liquid mixture into a tube. One error in this method is determining the correct 
suction velocity. Low suction velocity gave lower than expected gas holdup values, while 
high suction velocities gave a constant gas holdup. In all their experiments, the suction 
velocity was greater than 2.5 m/s. For their experiment, gas holdup measurements using the 
suction method and a needle-type electrode agreed with each other within an experimental 
error of 20%. Nienow et al. (1977) also used the suction method to determine the local gas 
holdup at 20 different locations in a stirred tank reactor. Nienow et al. (1977) report that 
although the sampling should be isokinetic, there are many difficulties in achieving this due 
to the complex flow of a stirred tank. 
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2.4 Noninvasive Measurements 
This section is divided into 3 subsections and provides a review of the different 
techniques available to noninvasive^ measure gas holdup. The first section describes non-
tomography based techniques which include pressure drop and visual measurement. The 
second section reviews non-nuclear based tomography techniques which include ultrasound 
tomography, electrical resistance tomography, and electrical capacitance tomography. The 
last section reviews the nuclear based tomography techniques which utilize X-rays and y-
rays. 
2.4.1 Non-Tomographic Techniques 
2.4.1.1 Visually 
In many experiments, gas holdup (sg) is measured visually by the following formula: 
(2-6) 
where H is the height of the liquid when no gas is being dispersed and HD is the height of the 
liquid with gas dispersion. When the tank is mechanically agitated, liquid surface fluctuations 
lead to subjectivity in determining the height. In an attempt to reduce the subjectivity in the 
measurement, HD may be measured at two locations diametrically opposite to each other and 
between two adjacent baffles (Saravanan and Joshi, 1996). Saravanan and Joshi (1996) 
determined global gas holdup visually and report that when sg was less than 0.03, the 
reproducibility was within 15%. At higher values of holdup, the reproducibility improved to 
within 10%. Yalwalkar et al. (2001) measured gas holdup the same way as Saravanan and 
Joshi, but they report slightly different results. When Eg was less than 0.03, the reproducibility 
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of measurement was within 10%. At higher values of holdup, the reproducibility was the 
same as what Saravanan and Joshi reported. From the above example, it can be shown that 
there is some error in measuring gas holdup by visual means. To take some of the error out of 
measuring the dispersion height, Rushton and Bimbinet (1968) used a level measurement 
device. The benefits of this procedure are that it is relatively inexpensive and easy to do. 
2.4.1.2 Pressure Drop 
By measuring the pressure drop along the height of a column, the gas holdup in a two 
phase system can be determined (Kumar et al., 1997). When the liquid flow rate is small in a 
gas-liquid system, the pressure drop can be attributed to hydrostatic head: 
where peff is the mixture density and Ah is the height between two adjacent pressure probes 
whose difference is Ap. Substituting for peff gives: 
where V represents volume and the subscript L represents the liquid phase volume, g the gas 
phase volume, and T the total volume. With the assumption that pg « pL, the above 
expression simplifies to: 
Ap = PeffgAh (2.7) 
(2.8) 
Ap = —^PLgAh (2.9) 
where —^ = 1 - sg. Solving for sg gives: 
8 g (210) PLgAh 
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Yung et al. (1979) used a 30 degree inclined manometer to measure the gas holdup in a 
stirred tank reactor of diameter 0.4 m equipped with a standard six-blade impeller. There 
results were in agreement with the work of previous investigators. 
2.4.2 Non-Nuclear Based Tomographic Techniques 
2.4.2.1 Ultrasound 
Ultrasound can be used to measure gas holdup, solids concentration, and bubble 
velocities. Ultrasound measurement is based on the transmission method which is similar to 
radiation absorption or the time of flight of an ultrasound beam (Kumar et al., 1997). 
Ultrasound pulses can be emitted into the liquid with a piezoceramic transducer probe. The 
transducer can also be used as the receiver to monitor the ultrasound reflections. Chaouki et 
al. (1997) report that ultrasonic tomography has good spatial resolution of approximately 1 
mm with long temporal resolution. Fischer et al. (1992) used ultrasound in a stirred tank 
reactor to come up with local gas holdup values. The accuracy of the gas holdup was 
estimated to be around 15%. Compared to X-rays or y-rays, ultrasound does not have as high 
of penetration capability. Also, the ultrasound technique has a complicated data analysis 
procedure which caused Supardan et al. (2004) and Utomo et al. (2001) to use a neural 
network in analyzing the data obtained using ultrasound in a bubble column. 
2.4.2.2 Electrical Tomography Techniques 
Electrical tomography techniques are a noninvasive method for imaging the 
distribution of an electrical property in a medium by using electrodes flush mounted with the 
medium surface. Electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) is suited for electrically insulating 
systems while electrical resistance tomography (ERT) is useful for detecting electrically 
conductive materials (Chaouki et al., 1997). The differences in electrical conductivity or 
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permittivity are used to map the phase distribution. The electric field is called soft because 
measurements made are not only a function of the voidage but also a function of the 
electrical properties and temperature of the medium, and the flow distribution (Kumar et al., 
1997). The above effects cause the spatial resolution to be lower than that for X-rays or y-
rays. While having poor spatial resolution, the techniques have great temporal resolution. 
Electrical resistance tomography has been used to determine the variation in gas 
holdup in a stirred tank reactor. Wang et al. (2000) used a 1.5 m stirred vessel equipped with 
8-planes of 16-sensor rings and fitted with a Rushton turbine impeller to obtain qualitative 
results about local gas holdup. Holden et al. (1998) used a similar tank as Wang and were 
able to distinguish the mixing patterns produced by different impellers. They reported that 
the accuracy of the imaging data was limited due to the 3-D distribution of the electric fields 
and reconstruction algorithm. A timewise resolution on the order of 10"1 s was reported which 
allowed for the dynamics of the system to be observed upon the injection of brine. The 
spatial resolution was reported to be on the order of 4.2% of the vessel diameter. 
In the literature, ECT was not found to be used to measure local gas holdup in a 
stirred tank reactor, but Warsito and Fan (2001) used electrical capacitance tomography to 
measure local gas holdup in a bubble column of 10 cm I D and height 100 cm operating with 
paraffin as the liquid and air as the gas. Warsito and Fan (2001) report that a drawback of the 
technique is the low accuracy of the reconstructed image, with the image obtained being 
qualitative rather than quantitative. The technique is not limited to a maximum gas holdup 
that can be measured, but small gas holdup values are difficult to measure because the signal 
to noise ratio becomes small. ECT systems are generally high-speed, being capable of taking 
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100 frames per second. A group at Morgantown Technology Center has an ECT system with 
spatial resolution of 1 x 2.54 cm2 (Halow, 1997). 
2.4.3 Nuclear Based Tomography 
The basis of nuclear imaging techniques results from gases, liquids, and solids having 
different radiation absorption coefficients. When X-rays or y-ray s are transmitted through a 
heterogeneous medium, the measurement of the attenuation provides a measure of the local 
mass density along the path traversed by the beam (Chaouki et al., 1997). By taking 
measurements of different beam paths at different spatial and angular orientations, a density 
distribution of phases with high spatial resolution can be obtained after a reconstruction 
procedure. Because the data collection is automated and performed by a computer, the 
process is referred to as computed tomography (CT). Scanners are positioned on one side of 
the tank that include an X-ray tube or encapsulated y-ray source, with collimated detectors on 
the other side. The local gas holdup for both techniques is time-averaged due to the length of 
data collection. 
2.4.3.1 y-Ray 
The attenuation of y-ray s has been used to measure the time-averaged local gas 
holdup in stirred tank reactors. Thatte et. al. (2004) used a 137Cs source of strength 67 |iC to 
measure gas holdup in a transparent, flat-bottom, cylindrical tank of 0.57 m diameter 
equipped with a pitched blade downflow turbine or a disk turbine. For both impellers, the 
average gas holdup was obtained by integrating the local gas holdup and matched well with 
the results obtained by visual observations. The reproducibility of the measurements was 
within ±10%. The scan time for each chordal measurement was 1000 s. Thatte et al. (2004) 
stated that a higher strength source would reduce the scan time, but they used a 137Cs source 
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of strength 67 |iC due to safety considerations and other advantages such as lower noise and 
background scatter associated with a lower powered source. Khophar et al. (2005) used a 
137Cs source with seven Nal detectors to measure gas holdup in a flat bottomed cylindrical 
tank of diameter 0.2 m with a shaft that extends to the bottom. The total scan time was a little 
over 3 hours. Khopkar et al. (2005) noted that CT results were sensitive with respect to the 
convergence criterion used during processing the raw data. The technique, unlike X-rays, 
also works on larger tanks because the y-ray s are strong enough to pass through various 
metals overcoming the reactor wall thickness. Veera et al. (2001) used a 137Cs source to 
measure gas holdup in a three-phase industrial scale stirred tank reactor of 4.9 m diameter 
equipped with 2 impellers. 
2.4.3.2 X-ray 
The attenuation of X-rays has not been used to measure the local gas holdup in stirred 
tank reactors, but work has been done on measuring the time-averaged local gas holdup in 
bubble columns. Compared to the y-ray technique, X-ray tomography allows a better spatial 
resolution due to the small size of the detectors and is safer. However, X-rays lack the 
penetrative power of y-ray s and are better suited for smaller test sections. Hubers et al. 
(2005) measured the local gas holdup in a bubble column of 32.1 cm internal diameter with 
an air-water or air-water-cellulose fiber mixture. Within 10 mm of the wall, the gas holdup 
values were unable to be obtained due to curvature effects of the column and the applied 
beam hardening correction (Heindel et al., 2005). Harvel et al. (1999) also used X-ray CT to 
measure the void fraction distribution in a bubble column. To increase the temporal 
resolution, the group used 18 X-ray sources and 122 detectors to obtain a cross-section 
sampling time of 4.0 ms and a spatial resolution of 2.0 mm. 
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2.5 Literature Review Summary 
Numerous studies have been conducted to determine gas holdup in a stirred tank 
reactor. Gas holdup is a very basic measure of gas-liquid contacting. The knowledge of local 
gas holdup can be used for process optimatization and process intensification. The work of 
this thesis will be to determine local gas holdup profiles in a STR using X-ray CT. 
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Figure 2.1: Stirred tank reactor standard geometry (Adopted from Tatterson, 1991). 
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Figure 2.2: Standard six blade Rushton turbine used by Ungerman (2006). 
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Figure 2.3: Progression of cavities with increasing Qg and constant N (Smith and 
Warmoeskerken, 1985). 
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Figure 2.4: Cavity structure with increasing Qg at constant N (Smith and Warmoeskerken, 
1985; Nienow et al., 1985). 
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Figure 2.5: Radial flow pattern of a Rushton impeller (Barona, 1979). 
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Figure 2.6: Bulk flow patterns at constant gas flow rate Qg while increasing impeller speed 
N from left to right (Nienow et al. 1977). 
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Figure 2.7: Generic plot of gassed power number as a function of flow number with Qg = 
constant (Kapic, 2005). 
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Figure 2.8: The three gas loading transitions for a Rushton turbine; (a) flooding, (b) loading, 
(c) and completely dispersed (Nienow et al., 1985). 
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Figure 2.9: Gassed power ratio at constant N (Nienow et al., 1985). 
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Figure 2.10: Cavity formation of a gassed power curve (Kapic, 2005). 
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Figure 2.11: General flow map for a STR with T = 1.2m and D = 0.48 m (Smith and 
Warmoeskerken, 1985). 
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CHAPTER 3: EQUIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
This chapter is divided into 4 sections. The first section provides an in depth 
description of the stirred tank reactor (STR) used in this study. The second section describes 
the method used to measure power consumption in the STR. The third section gives a 
description of the X-ray system located in Black Engineering at Iowa State University (ISU). 
The last section describes the X-ray data acquisition and reduction to yield local gas holdup 
data. 
3.1 Stirred Tank Reactor Description 
Experiments are carried out in a STR fabricated from acrylic by Country Plastics in 
Ames, Iowa. The acrylic STR is comparable in size and shape to a BioFlo 110 Fermenter 
(New Brunswick Scientific Co.), which are off-the-shelf STRs used for fermentation and 
academic studies. The dished-bottomed tank (Fig 3.1) is made out of acrylic to prevent image 
artifacts during the CT scans (Ketcham and Carlson, 2001). The reactor has an internal 
diameter of T = 21 cm. The tank walls are 0.64 cm thick. Tap water is used as the working 
fluid and filled to a height of T = H which corresponds to a volume of approximately 7 liters. 
The region bounded by slice 0 and slice 200 in Fig. 3.1 correspond to the approximate CT 
reconstruction region discussed in Chap. 4. 
The impeller shaft and Rushton impeller are both made out of nylon because acrylic 
is too brittle. The 6-blade Rushton impeller has a diameter of 7.56 cm which corresponds to 
D = 0.36T. The impeller blades have a height of 1.9 cm and a thickness of 0.3 cm (Fig. 3.2). 
The impeller hub has a diameter of 3.1 cm. Unlike most STRs, the acrylic one in this study 
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has a shaft that penetrates the bottom of the tank to provide stability. The hole in the acrylic 
STR bottom into which the shaft is inserted acts as a bearing; if the shaft did not rest in this 
hole during operation, the flexible nylon shaft would wobble violently. The impeller is 
located 5.7 cm from the STR bottom, which corresponds to C = 0.27T. Gas is introduced into 
the tank through an acrylic ring sparger of diameter 5.1 cm, which is attached to the STR 
bottom and wrapped around the bottom disk instead of located off the bottom (typical of 
most STRs). The tank has 4 equally spaced baffles of length 1.8 cm and thickness 0.6 cm 
glued directly to the tank wall. The impeller is driven by a variable speed DC motor mounted 
on the top of the STR and connected to the BioFlo 110 Primary Control Unit (PCU) 
manufactured by New Brunswick Scientific Co. The motor and STR top are from the BioFlo 
110 STR. 
In summary, the dimensions of the tank correspond well with the dimensions noted in 
section 2.1 and given by Tatterson (1991) for a standard STR. Even though the acrylic STR 
used in this study corresponds to the standard geometry, it should be noted that there are two 
main differences from the standard design. The impeller shaft overall length and sparger 
location from the tank bottom do not conform to the standard geometry due to the materials 
needed to build the STR to provide the best CT images. 
3.2 Power Measurements 
The motor used to drive the impeller is manufactured by Magmotor Corporation 
(model number C32-E-450X). For measuring power consumption (Fig. 3.3), an Electro 
model PS-5R rectifier is used to supply the motor with a constant DC voltage. The power 
draw is measured by connecting an EXTECH Instruments True RMS Power Analyzer in 
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parallel between the PCU and DC power supply. The desired impeller speed (N) is obtained 
by adjusting the power supply and is measured by an internal tachometer in the PCU. 
The power draw of the impeller can be calculated by the following formula: 
Pmech = 2KNT (3.1) 
where care must be taken to ensure that the true impeller torque T can be isolated from torque 
loads caused by friction. The mechanical torque losses can be determined by power 
measurements without a load on the impeller. Therefore, the mechanical power, which is the 
power transmitted to the gas-liquid dispersion, can be calculated by: 
Pm«h =% "Pc 0 2) 
where Pi represents the power draw with a load and Pe represents the power draw without a 
load. Because of the tank design and the fact that the shaft goes down to the bottom of the 
tank, 3 cm of water remained in the bottom of the tank below the impeller when Pe was 
determined to protect the shaft from excessive wear. In this experiment, it should be noted 
that the mechanical torque losses are assumed to be the same regardless if the system is 
gassed or ungassed. 
Before power measurements are taken, the motor is allowed to warm up for 1 hour. 
After the gas flow rate is set and the desired impeller speed is steady, the current, voltage, 
and the product of the two, which represents the electric power, are measured by the power 
analyzer that is connected to the computer through an RS-232 serial port. For each 
measurement, 200 data points are recorded at a frequency of 2 Hz, with the mean value being 
recorded. For each specific gas flow rate and impeller speed, 3 measurements are taken with 
the mean value being used as the accepted value. 
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The standard error values for the power measurements ranged from 0.04 W to 0.48 
W. Percent standard error values ranged from 0.42% to 23.5%, with most values below 10%. 
The measurements made at the lower impeller speeds tended to have a higher percent 
standard error. 
3.3 X-Ray System Description 
The X-ray source used in this study is a LORAD LPX200 (Fig. 3.4), which has a 
focal spot of 1.5 mm. The source emits a conical beam and allows for multiple CT slices to 
be acquired during a single scan. The unit is liquid cooled and has an adjustable voltage (10 -
200 kV) and current (0.1 - 10.0 mA) with a maximum power of 900 W. 
A 44 x 44 cm cesium-iodide scintillator screen is used to convert the X-rays into light 
that can be read by a 50 mm Nikkor lens connected to a CCD camera. The detector is on a 
movable slide which enables the magnification factor to be adjusted. The CCD camera used 
to digitize the image is an Apogee Alta U9 system with a sensor array of 3072(H) x 2048(V) 
pixels, with a pixel size of 9 |im x 9 pm. The CCD camera is thermoelectrically cooled 
allowing longer exposures with low-noise, thereby making it suited for providing superior 
CT images. The camera has binning capabilities (resolution settings) of 1x1, 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 
5x5, 6x6, 7x7, 8x8, 1x2, 1x3, 2x3, and 2x4. The exposure time of the camera can range 
from 0.1-100 sec. 
The source and camera are mounted on a slew ring with an ID of 101.4 cm, which 
allows the source and detector to rotate around the STR during a CT scan. The ring is rotated 
by a Parker stepper motor with a limit switch attached at the position assigned 0° to prevent 
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the cooling cords from being wrapped around the stand. When CT scans are taken, the 
system is automatically rotated to 360° and than rotates back to 0° at the chosen increment. 
The X-ray system is enclosed by walls composed of 0.476 cm lead attached to 2.54 
cm plywood to stop scattered X-rays. The X-ray system also has the safety feature that all the 
power runs through an interlock connected to the main X-ray door. If the door is opened, the 
X-rays and pumps automatically shut off. Before the X-rays are turned on, there is a 10 sec 
wait where a warning light flashes inside the X-ray vault. In the case that someone did not 
see the warning light, there is a stop button located inside the imaging room. 
There is a standard operating procedure to prevent damage to the X-ray source. 
Before X-ray operation, the pump is turned on and the X-ray system goes through a warm-up 
procedure with time depending on when the system was last used. After the imaging for the 
day is done and the X-rays are turned off, the pump is left on for 5 min. to allow cooling of 
the X-ray source. More details regarding the X-ray system, controls, and operation may be 
found in Hubers (2005) and Striegel (2005). 
3.4 X-ray Data Acquisition and Reduction 
This section is divided into 4 subsections and provides a review of the X-ray data 
acquisition and reduction. The first subsection describes the CT scan procedure. The next 
two subsections provide a description of the procedures used to correct the acquired images 
for two common problems in CT imaging. The last subsection provides a description of the 
procedure used to convert the CT data into local gas holdup data. 
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3.4.1 CT Scan Procedure 
Computed tomography (CT) produces images of a cross-sectional plane (slice) 
through an object. A  s l i c e  i s  a  q u a n t i t a t i v e  m a p  o f  t h e  l i n e a r  X - r a y  a t t e n u a t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t  1 x .  
Since the X-ray system in Black emits a conical beam, multiple slices can be acquired during 
a single scan thereby producing a volumetric rendering of the object. The slice is created by 
acquiring images at different angular orientations. For the data taken in this study, X-ray 
images were taken every 1° around a 360° path. Since it takes time to acquire the 360 images, 
the data in a reconstructed CT image is a time average of the events during the acquisition 
period. In this study, a typical scan lasts approximately 43 minutes with the camera binning 
options set to 4x4. Scan time can be reduced by increased camera binning and larger angular 
steps at a cost of lower spatial resolution. 
The intensity values from the 360 images are stored in a sinogram file ( sin). The 
sinogram name comes from the fact that a single point in a scanned object corresponds to a 
sinusoidal curve. Each sinogram file contains the information for 10 slices. 
CT data are reconstructed utilizing a filtered back projection algorithm to provide a 
volumetric rendering of the image (Barrett and Swindell, 1981; Hsieh, 2003). During 
reconstruction, the intensity data in the sinogram files are converted to gray scale CT values, 
which correspond to the linear attenuation coefficient. It should be noted that the 
correspondence of the CT values to the linear attenuation coefficient is not absolute, but 
depends on the reconstruction software. Two versions of the reconstruction code are 
available for use at ISU. The first version allows for the reconstruction of a single slice, 
which was written in Visual C++ by Yan (2000). To be able to reconstruct all the slices into a 
single volume file ( vol), software was developed by Zhang (2003) that runs on a 64-node 
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LINUX cluster located at the Center for Nondestructive Evaluation. Reconstruct using the 
64-node cluster typically takes less than 5 minutes. Before the data are sent over to the 
cluster, a variety of image corrections are applied to produce the best CT images. The two 
main corrections are for individual pixel nonuniform!ty and beam hardening, which will be 
discussed in the next two subsections. 
The system settings for this study were carefully selected. With a 1 mm copper filter 
placed in front of the source to filter out the lower energy X-rays, the voltage was set at 136 
kV with a 5.7 mA current for a power output of 775.2 W. The camera exposure time was set 
at 1 sec. The temperature on the CCD chip was set to 0° C with the camera in 4x4 binning 
mode. These settings allowed for the highest intensity through the thickest parts of the tank. 
In a preliminary data set of a scan taken with the tank filled with water and no 
impeller movement or gas sparging, it was noticed that the gray scale value of water varied 
with height. In a scan of uniform material, the gray scale CT value should be approximately 
constant. The variation was caused by Compton scattering of X-rays. To cut down on 
Compton scattering, two steps were taken. First, the detector was pulled back as far as 
possible from the source to a distance of 1.87 m. This prevented many of the scattered X-rays 
from hitting the detector screen. Secondly, lead shutters, which can be seen in Fig. 3.4, were 
used to stop X-rays that were not going through the area of interest. Due to the limitations of 
the X-ray system to image a region not much greater than the size of a bread loaf, a region 
corresponding to 1 impeller diameter in height was chosen to image. The region starts at the 
bottom of the impeller and goes vertically up one impeller diameter. The above imaging 
region was chosen due to the differences in flow regimes around the impeller for different 
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operating conditions. The imaging region chosen comprises a total of 200 slices and extends 
from slice 0 (at the top) to slice 200 (at the bottom) in Fig. 3.5. 
The CT scan procedure was also important to provide accurate data. At the start of the 
day, the X-ray system is put through a warm up procedure with the lead shutters covering the 
X-ray source. Then, the shutters are opened to the desired height and the X-rays are turned on 
at 136 kV and 5.7 mA for 20 min. The 20 minute wait is due to residual memory in the 
cesium-iodide scintillator screen, which is activated by the presence of X-rays. After the gas 
flow rate and impeller speed are set to the desired condition, a 5 minute wait is allowed to 
ensure that the STR has reached a quasi-steady state. As discussed above, the time for the 
motor to rotate 360° and acquire an image at each angle takes approximately 43 min. After a 
scan is completed, the impeller and gas are turned off for a few minutes before resetting the 
impeller speed and gas flow rate to the next desired condition. Finally, another 5 minutes is 
allowed for the STR to again reach quasi-steady-state before starting the next scan. It should 
be noted that the X-ray controls are left at 136 kV and 5.7 mA until the last scan of the day is 
completed. 
3.4.2 Pixel Normalization Correction 
When examining an image, pixel response uniformity must be considered. Ideally, 
when the detector is illuminated by X-rays, each pixel will respond in a similar fashion. 
Unfortunately, this is not the case, which leads to a need for a method to correct for this non 
uniform pixel response. 
For this research project, a linear normalization method is used. This algorithm 
assumes a linear relationship between pixel intensity and X-ray power. The algorithm 
requires the use of a flat frame (X-rays intensity close to saturating) and a dark frame (no X-
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rays). Then an average intensity value for the flat frame is determined. The intensity of each 
image taken during a CT scan is then adjusted by: 
where I represents pixel intensity, and the subscripts represent the pixel intensity for the 
linear calibrate value (new), image taken (image), average flat frame (ave), flat frame (flat), 
and dark frame (dark). 
The acquisition of the flat frame is taken after the X-rays are on for 20 minutes at the 
desired setting. The dark frame is taken 5 minutes after the X-ray source is turned off. When 
the dark frame is acquired, the camera lens is shut. It should be noted that both the flat and 
dark frame are acquired by averaging 4 images. A linear normalization correction is applied 
to each image that is acquired during the CT scan, amounting to 360 individual corrections 
for an angular step of 1 °. 
3.4.3 Beam Hardening Correction 
Beam hardening is an artifact frequently encountered in CT reconstruction which 
causes the outer surfaces of the object to appear denser compared to the rest of the object 
(Ketcham and Carlson, 2001). In a polychromatic X-ray beam, the lower energy X-rays are 
attenuated more readily than higher energy X-rays, which causes the thicker sections to lose 
more of the lower parts of the energy spectrum resulting in lower CT values for regions in 
the center of the tank. One method for dealing with beam hardening is to increase the X-ray 
power and add thicker copper or aluminum filters. This causes the lower energy X-rays to be 
attenuated by the filter while still providing a decent signal to the detector. Since there is a 
900 W limit to the X-ray system in the lab, this method is not suitable. Therefore, another 
image (3.3) 
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method is needed. To correct for beam hardening, a wedge calibration is employed using the 
STR filled with water. The beam hardening correction works by applying a correction factor 
to all the sinogram files before reconstruction. 
To find the correction factor, an image of the water filled STR is taken with no 
impeller movement or gas sparging at the same voltage and current as the CT scans. Then, 
the intensity I is recorded along with the corresponding thickness (L) of material through 
which the X-ray beam must pass. The attenuation of X-rays in a material is governed by: 
I = I0 exp(-(J,L) (3.4) 
where |1 is the linear attenuation coefficient and Io is the intensity of the incident X-ray beam. 
Io is found by taking an average of pixels in the air region near the tank edge at the given X-
ray current and voltage. For this study, Io is 64,150. From the above equation, ln(I0/I) must be 
directly proportional to thickness. Therefore, a plot of ln(I0/I) vs. L (Fig. 3.6) should produce 
a line with slope |1 if there is no beam hardening (or the thickness is small). Beam hardening 
produces a nonlinear slope. Because the measurements of ln(I0/I) must be proportional to 
thickness, the difference between the tangent line as L—>0 and the actual slope p at L is 
calculated. The difference between the two lines is then plotted as a function of ln(I0/I), with 
a fifth degree polynomial being fit to the result (Fig. 3.7). The fifth degree polynomial is the 
correction equation which is applied to the sinogram files to properly account for beam 
hardening. 
Beam hardening corrected data are shown in Fig. 3.8, which shows the CT values 
along a line through the tank center for a water only scan with and without the correction 
applied. In a water only scan, the CT values should be constant, but that is not the case as 
seen by the bottom plot of an uncorrected slice. The top plot shows values along the same 
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line after the beam hardening correction has been applied. As shown in Fig. 3.8, the top plot 
is fairly constant with a slight increase towards the center. By comparing the two plots, it can 
be seen that the beam hardening correction introduces more noise. The noise added by 
applying the beam hardening correction can be reduced by a technique discussed in section 
3.4.4.2. 
3.4.4 Determining Local Gas Holdup 
This subsection is divided into 2 smaller subsections and describes a method for 
determining local gas holdup from CT data. The first section describes the derivation of an 
equation used to turn the CT data into gas holdup data. The second section describes how the 
values in the equation are determined. 
3.4.4.1 Gas Holdup Equation 
Gas holdup, which is the volumetric gas fraction in a mixture, can be obtained from 
CT values by (Hammer et al, 2006) rearranging equation (3.4) to give: 
Here |i represents the mixture's effect on intensity attenuation which can be broken down 
into components by: 
where |ig is the linear attenuation coefficient for air, |ii is the linear attenuation coefficient for 
water, Lg is the length of air in the total length L, and Li is the length of liquid in the total 
length L. Multiplying the right side of eq. (3.6) by LZL gives: 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
V ^ J 
(3.7) 
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Since LgZL represents the volumetric fraction of air (gas holdup, sg) along the beam path, eq. 
(3.7) can be reduced to: 
|,iL = (ngsg +1-1,8, )L (3.8) 
where si represents the volumetric fraction of liquid. The volumetric fractions of the 
components must sum to one: 
sg +8, = 1 (3.9) 
Combining eq. (3.8) and (3.9) yields: 
HL = HgSgL + Hi(l-8gX. (3.10) 
and solving for sg gives: 
— - 1  
Eg = (3 11) 
^ - 1  
Hi 
When CT values are used, eq. (3.11) becomes: 
GS_ i  
8 , = #  ( 3  1 2 )  
GS^ 
-1 
GS, 
where GS represents the gray scale CT value from the CT slice images. It should be noted 
that eq. (3.12) assumes a monochromatic radiation source. Because a copper filter has been 
utilized, most of the energy passing through the column is of high energy, which has 
effective attenuation coefficients that are very close to constant (Ketcham and Carlson, 
2001). 
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3.4.4.2 Determination of Gray Scale Values 
The value for GSg is determined by taking a CT scan with no water in the tank and a 
stationary impeller. Beam hardening is not a problem for the air scan since there is not that 
much material through which the X-rays travel. Therefore, the value of air is assumed to be 
constant. To get an accurate value for GSg, the values of 5 vertical lines (i.e., 5 points in each 
of the 200 slices) comprising 1000 values are averaged to yield a value of GSg = 23.12. 
The value for GSi is determined by taking a CT scan with water in the tank and no 
impeller movement or gas sparging. The impeller is left stationary to prevent air surface 
entrainment. From Fig. 3.8, it can be seen that even after the CT values are corrected for 
beam hardening, the CT value for water is not exactly constant. To combat this problem and 
reduce the noise in the data, a computer program was written in Microsoft Visual C++ .Net 
that averages the data. A new vol file is created by completing a 3 x 3 x 3 pixel average for 
each pixel in the original vol file; this average includes 9 pixel values from the slice above, 9 
values from the slice including the pixel, and 9 values from the slice below. The averaging 
technique is applied to every pixel in the original vol file with the exception of the outer 
pixels of each slice, and the top and bottom slices. Therefore, the top and bottom slices are 
not included in the analysis of data in Chap. 4. The same averaging technique is also applied 
to the CT scans during STR operation. 
With the values for eq. (3.12) determined, a slightly different version of the code was 
written to apply eq. (3.12) to each pixel. First, the program opened the 2 newly created vol 
files. To determine the value GS/GSi, the average pixel values for GS are divided by the 
corresponding average pixel values for GSi. The value GSg/GSi is determined by taking the 
constant value for GSg divided by the average pixel values for GSi. After applying eq. (3.12), 
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the data is then written to a new .vol file that contains local gas holdup data. By not holding 
the value of GSi fixed, the features of the tank are clearly visible in the newly created vol file 
(to be shown in Chap. 4). Also, the slight increase of GSi towards the center is minimized by 
dividing pixel by pixel. 
Before the vol file is opened in the 3-D visualization software package, which allows 
slices to be made on all 3 axes, some adjustments are made to the vol file to make the 
images easier to view. The noise is limited by assigning ranges of gas holdup values to a 
certain gray scale value. If the gas holdup value turned out to be less than zero, which 
happened near solid regions, the gas holdup value was set to 0. The gas holdup values were 
mapped to 8-bit grayscale values. It should be noted that the mapping of gas holdup values is 
only applied for qualitative analysis. All quantitative analyses are done using the unmapped 
gas holdup data, which is obtained in 16-bit grayscale. 
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Figure 3.1: Stirred tank reactor used in this study. 
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Figure 3.5: X-ray image of empty STR. 
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Figure 3.7: Plot of difference vs. ln(I0/I). 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter summarizes the results of this study and is divided into 2 sections. The 
first section presents the results from the power measurements. The second section provides 
qualitative and quantitative results for local gas holdup from CT measurements and error 
quantification. 
4.1 Power Measurement 
Power measurements were taken in the T = 0.21 m STR filled with tap water to a 
height H = T. The impeller speed ranged 200 < N < 800 rpm while the air flow rate ranged 
1 < Qg < 15 LPM. For all the measurements, air was sparged through a ring sparger located 
on the tank bottom. Power measurements were taken with constant N values of 400, 600, and 
800 rpm or constant Qg values of 3, 6, 9, and 12 LPM. These values were chosen to study the 
hydrodynamics for a wide range of operating conditions. To confirm the power 
measurements could be used to predict the various flow regimes (Nienow et al., 1985), the 
transitions between regimes were determined visually and photographed with a Nikon D50 
digital camera using a shutter speed of 1/4000 sec and an aperture of F16. 
Figure 4.1 shows the mechanical power for unaerated (Qg = 0 LPM) and aerated 
conditions at constant Qg as a function of impeller speed N in rev/s. The gassed power 
increases with increasing impeller speed and generally decreases with increasing air flow rate 
because the added gas increases the cavity size behind each impeller blade; this lowers the 
effective viscosity of the air-water pseudo-liquid and decreases the mechanical power. 
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Figure 4.2 shows the ungassed power number Npo as a function of Reynolds number. 
Generally, Npo is not constant and varies with the Reynolds number. However, for a stirred 
tank reactor operating in the turbulent regime (Re > 2x 104), the ungassed power number is 
essentially constant. This observation has been reported by others (Nienow, 1998; Kapic, 
2005). The average power number over the given Reynolds number range is 4.9, which is 
close to 4.8, the number determined by Kapic (2005) for a similar STR. 
4.1.1 Constant Gas Flow Rate 
A common way of taking power measurements is to hold the gas flow rate constant 
while varying the impeller speed N, which gives a family of curves like those in Fig. 4.3 
when the gas power number Npg is plotted as a function of flow number Flg. The bulk flow 
patterns shown in Fig. 2.6 are covered while holding Qg constant, by starting at N = 200 rpm 
and increasing the impeller speed in increments of 25 rpm. It should be noted that not all 
transitions (Nf, Ncd, Nr) are recorded for all gas flow rates because they did not all occur in 
the impeller speed range of 200-800 rpm chosen for this study. When looking at the graph, it 
should be noted that the impeller speed increases from right to left. 
At low impeller speeds and high gas flow rates, flooding occurs, which is 
characterized by a bubble column flow where the bubbles rise vertically and are virtually 
unaffected by the rotating impeller. Flooding is the least desired operating regime due to the 
lack of dispersion, which leads to a low gas holdup and low mass transfer rate. The local max 
labeled Nf in Fig. 4.3 corresponds to the flooding/loading transition. To the right of Nf, the 
impeller is flooded, while to the left of Nf the tank is said to be loaded and the impeller acts 
to disperse the bubbles radially outward in the upper part of the vessel. The progression from 
flooding to loading for Qg = 9 LPM can be seen in Fig. 4.4, where these pictures correspond 
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to the identified locations (l)-(3) in Fig. 4.3. Figure 4.4a shows the tank when the impeller is 
not moving and no gas is being sparged. Figure 4.4b corresponds to location (1) in Fig. 4.3 
where N = 200 rpm; here bubbles mainly rise along the shaft and the impeller is flooded and 
looks like Fig. 2.6a. The impeller is actually moving but the high shutter speed of the camera 
provides stop-motion images. Figure 4.4c (location (2) in Fig. 4.3) resembles Fig. 2.6b, 
where at N = 225 rpm the impeller is still flooded and the bubbles are radially dispersed in 
the upper regions of the tank. At N = 250 rpm (Fig. 4.4d; location (3) in Fig. 4.3), the bubbles 
are dispersed radially in all regions above the impeller and the impeller is loaded. Therefore, 
by visual observations it can be concluded that for Qg = 9 LPM, the flooding/loading 
transition occurs between 225 < Nf < 250 rpm, which is exactly the same as shown from the 
power measurement data. For the other flow rates of this study, the flooding/loading 
transition found by power measurements was confirmed visually and found to be in good 
comparison. 
As the impeller speed increases, the transition to complete dispersion occurs at the 
local minimum labeled Ncd in Fig. 4.3 (Nienow et al., 1977). Complete dispersion 
corresponds to the point at which bubbles are dispersed throughout the tank, including the 
area below the impeller as indicated in Fig. 2.6d. For efficient operation, which corresponds 
to high gas holdup and high mass transfer rates, the impeller speed should be greater than or 
equal to Nca; this is a desirable impeller operating speed because bubbles are dispersed 
throughout the tank at the lowest possible power input. The progression from loading to 
complete dispersion for Qg = 3 LPM is shown in Fig. 4.5. When N = 275 rpm (Fig. 4.5a; 
location (4) in Fig. 4.3), the region below the impeller has very few bubbles indicating Ncd 
has not yet been reached. When the impeller speed is increased to 300 rpm as shown in Fig. 
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4.5b (location (5) in Fig. 4.3), bubbles are present beneath the impeller, but not in all regions. 
After increasing the impeller speed to N = 325 rpm (Fig. 4.5c; location (6) in Fig. 4.3), the 
bubbles are dispersed throughout the tank and complete dispersion has been reached. By 
visual observation, it can be concluded that Ncd occurs between 300 < Ncd < 325 rpm, which 
corresponds well with Ncd~ 300 rpm found by the power measurements (Fig. 4.3). For the 
other flow rates, Ncd determined by the power measurements was within 25 rpm of the visual 
determination of Ned-
Further increases in impeller speed reveal another local maximum labeled Nr in Fig. 
4.3. When the impeller has reached Nr, secondary circulation loops form and gross gas 
recirculation occurs (Nienow et al., 1977). The visual determination of Nr is extremely 
difficult and subjective and therefore was not done in this study. 
For a STR operated at a constant gas flow rate, increasing the impeller speed causes 
smaller bubbles to form, which results in a larger interfacial area and promotes higher gas-
liquid mass transfer rates. Conversely, decreasing the impeller speed causes larger bubbles to 
form resulting in a smaller interfacial area, suppressing gas-liquid mass transfer. These 
observations are shown in Fig. 4.6 for Qg = 7 LPM where the impeller speed increases from 
N = 400 rpm (Fig. 4.6a) to N = 800 rpm (Fig. 4.6c). The bubble size has a noticeable 
decrease and the number of bubbles has a significant increase over this range of impeller 
speeds while Qg remains constant. 
4.1.2 Constant Impeller Speed 
Another common way of recording STR power measurements is to hold the impeller 
speed constant while varying the gas flow rate. Figure 4.7 shows the gassed to ungassed 
power demand (Pg/P0) plotted as a function of gas flow rate. As the gas flow rate increases, 
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the ratio Pg/P0 drops due to the increase in cavity size on the trailing edge of the impeller 
blades, which lowers the effective viscosity of the gas-liquid mixture. The minimum value of 
Pg/Po for the ranges of this study is 0.4, which is similar to the 0.38 found by Kapic (2005) 
and with the expected range of 0.3 < Pg/P0 < 0.5 for a Rushton turbine (Chapman et al., 
1983). 
It is more common in the literature to see the gassed to ungassed power demand 
(Pg/Po) plotted as a function of the flow number Flg as shown in Fig. 4.8. In this figure, the 
gassed to ungassed power ratio drops as the gas flow rate increases because the flow number 
is proportional to Qg. The curves are typically divided into two regions, an initial convex part 
at low gas flow rates and a concave part at high flow rates (Warmoeskerken and Smith, 
1982). The inflection point on the diagram corresponds to the transition from 6 clinging 
cavities to the 3-3 structure of clinging and large cavities as described by Warmoeskerken et 
al. (1985). 
4.2 Gas Holdup Measurements 
CT scans were taken in the T = 0.21 m STR filled with tap water to a height H = T. The 
chosen conditions are summarized in Table 4.1 and shown on the power measurement curve 
in Fig. 4.9. These conditions were selected to examine how time-averaged local gas holdup 
changes with operating regime. Section 4.2.1 provides a qualitative description of local gas 
holdup by presenting slices in all 3 axes. Section 4.2.2 provides a quantitative description of 
local and spatial-averaged gas holdup variations. Error quantification of the gas holdup 
measurements is then presented in section 4.2.3. 
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4.2.1 Quantitative Gas Holdup Results 
The 3D visualization program described in Chap. 3 is a great tool to visually 
understand the gas holdup data. The program allows slices to be taken along all 3 major axes. 
The z-slice, which is the view seen from looking straight down onto the tank, provides great 
knowledge of how the local gas holdup varies radially and azimuthally. The x- and y-slices, 
which are the views taken from looking at the side of the tank, show the difference in vertical 
gas dispersion for different operating conditions. 
4.2.1.1 z-Slice 
Slices taken in the z-plane have the view shown in Fig. 4.10, which is looking down 
on the tank and in the same orientation as the reconstructed CT images (note the baffle 
location identifiers and the location of the air inlet that runs along the SW baffle). On closer 
inspection, the sparger does not completely wrap around the tank bottom due to 
manufacturing constraints (Fig. 4.10). The z-slices shown in this thesis correspond to heights 
of z = 0.8 cm (slice 180), z = 3.0 cm (slice 120), and z = 5.3 cm (slice 60), where z = 0 cm is 
the bottom of the impeller and corresponds to slice 200 in Fig. 3.1. Other locations between z 
= 0 (slice 200) and z = 7.6 cm (slice 0) could also be easily shown but the three selected 
show general trends. The slices could also be stacked together and viewed as a short video 
clip between z = 7.6 cm and z = 0. 
Figure 4.11 shows an enlarged image of a z-slice along with the gas holdup gray scale 
mapping. Even though the impeller shaft and hub are solid regions, these regions are not dark 
with 0% gas holdup, but it is extremely small in these regions. This is due to noise and image 
bleeding, which is common in X-rays. Therefore, for all images presented in this study, the 
impeller shaft and hub regions are forced to 0% gas holdup. The black circle in the center of 
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the z = 3.0 and 5.3 cm images is the impeller shaft. For the z = 0.8 cm image, the black circle 
in the center is the impeller hub. The impeller region (Fig. 4.11) has a larger diameter than 
the actual impeller, with the extent depending upon Qg and N. The images are cropped so that 
the edge corresponds to the inner edge of the tank wall with ID = 21 cm. The lighter regions 
in the image represent higher gas concentrations. The white spot in the bottom left of all the 
images (SW baffle) is the air inlet (Fig. 4.11). The 4 black marks, which can be seen in the 
images taken while operating in the completely dispersed regime, are the 4 baffles located in 
the corners. For the rest of the images, the gas holdup mapping chart will be placed 
horizontal as shown on the bottom of Fig. 4.11. The impeller blades can be seen for the 
images with lower gas flow rates at z = 0.8 cm and is an image artifact; the water-only 
reference scan taken to determine GSi had a stationary impeller to prevent surface air 
entrainment as previously noted in section 3.4.4.2. 
Figure 4.12 shows z-slices at 3 different heights for Qg = 6 LPM with N = 350 and N 
= 700 rpm. From the power measurements, it was determined that the N = 350 rpm condition 
is in the loading regime and the N = 700 rpm condition is in the completely dispersed regime 
(locations (1) and (2), respectively, in Fig. 4.9). The N = 350 rpm slice at z = 5.3 cm shows 
gas throughout most of the slice. The darker region in the center of the N = 350 rpm slice z = 
3.0 cm is due to the gas passing around the impeller disk (to be discussed later). The N = 350 
rpm bottom slice at z = 0.8 cm clearly shows that the tank is not in the completely dispersed 
regime due to the lack of gas away from the impeller region. There is a vast difference 
between the slices with N = 350 rpm compared to N = 700 rpm due to the change in flow 
regime where, at N = 700 rpm, gas is dispersed almost uniformly throughout the entire slice. 
The N = 700 rpm z = 0.8 cm slice shows that the gas is dispersed away from the impeller and 
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in all tank regions, indicating the STR is operating in the completely dispersed regime 
whereas the N = 350 rpm has dark regions representing very low or zero gas holdup away 
from the impeller. The baffles show up in the N = 700 rpm z = 0.8 cm slice as regions of low 
gas holdup. Again, the bright spot near the SW baffle in all z-slices is the air inlet hose. 
STR flow regimes were compared by taking CT scans at 4 different impeller speeds 
while holding Qg constant at 9 LPM (Fig. 4.13). As determined from the power consumption, 
N = 200 (location (3) in Fig. 4.9) corresponds to the flooding regime which is clearly seen in 
the slice z = 0.8 cm where very little gas is located outside the impeller region. As the 
vertical distance increases from the impeller (z = 3.0 cm, z = 5.3 cm), the central region of 
high gas holdup expands radially due to the decreased pressure head acting on the bubbles 
and the decreased bubble velocity which was also seen by Khopkar et al. (2005). As the 
bubbles spread out, there is an increase in drag which causes a lower bubble velocity thereby 
increasing the local gas holdup. When the impeller speed is increased to N = 350 rpm 
(loading regime), the gas is dispersed slightly. In the slice z = 0.8 cm, the gas is still located 
mainly around the impeller. The z = 3.0 cm slice at N = 350 rpm (location (4) in Fig. 4.9) has 
a distinct dark region of low gas holdup near the center and is the result of gas passing 
around the impeller hub and "thrown" radially outward. 
Increasing the impeller speed to N = 525 rpm (location (5) in Fig. 4.9), which is close 
to Ncd as determined by the power consumption curve, the slices show a different picture 
than the lower impeller speeds. Now, the gas is dispersed around the impeller region (z = 0.8 
cm slice), as characterized by the gray scale variation throughout the slice; this qualitatively 
shows the completely dispersed regime. Also, the nearly white region adjacent to the 
impeller hub has a very high gas content (sg > 40%) due to the large amount of gas entrained 
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along the trailing edge of each impeller. Moving vertically up the STR (z = 3.0 cm, 5.3 cm), 
the gas is uniformly dispersed with lower gas holdup regions extending from the trailing 
edges of the baffles. After the impeller speed is increased to N = 700 rpm (location (6) in Fig. 
4.9), which is clearly in the completely dispersed regime, the images look similar to N = 525 
rpm with a couple of differences. First, the images with N = 700 rpm show higher gas 
holdups than the N = 525 rpm images. Second, recirculation cells are clearly visible in the 
lower 2 slices on the trailing edges of the NE and SE baffles. The recirculation zones are only 
appearing on the right side of the image due to the asymmetric gas entry caused by the 
sparger (Fig. 4.10). 
Figure 4.14 shows slices taken at Qg = 12 LPM with N = 325 and 700 rpm 
corresponding to locations (7) and (8) in Fig. 4.9, respectively. The slices with N = 325 rpm 
are clearly in the loading regime as determined by the power measurements and slice z = 0 .8. 
Slice z = 3.0 cm has a darker region in the center with a ring of higher gas holdup due to the 
gas being radially expelled from the edges of the impeller. When the impeller speed is 
increased to N = 700 rpm, the tank is now in the completely dispersed regime as gas is 
distributed throughout the STR by the impeller. Recirculation regions are found by the 
trailing edges of the NE and SE baffles for all 3 slices. In the z = 0.8 cm slice at N = 700 
rpm, a recirculation region is also starting to develop at the trailing edge of the NW baffle. 
4.2.1.2 x- and y-Slice 
Slices taken in the x- and y-plane provide a view of how gas holdup varies vertically. 
The x-slice is the view obtained from standing on the right of Fig. 4.10 and looking towards 
the tank. The y-slice view corresponds to standing below the picture and looking up towards 
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the tank. In each case the x- and y-slices shown here go directly through the STR center, 
although other locations could be viewed. 
Figure 4.15 shows the x-slice for Qg= 6 LPM with impeller speeds of N = 350 rpm 
and N = 700 rpm (locations (1) and (2) in Fig. 4.9, respectively). The N = 350 image clearly 
shows the STR operating in the loading region with very little gas near the bottom outside of 
the impeller region. High regions of gas holdup are observed eminating from the impeller 
tips; this was previously shown in the z = 3.0 cm slice. When N is increased to 700 rpm, the 
gas is distributed throughout the tank. 
Figure 4.16 shows an x- and y-slice for Qg = 9 LPM and N = 200 rpm (location (3) in 
Fig. 4.9). The STR has an axial flow of gas through the impeller plane up to the free liquid 
surface, which is defined by Warmoeskerken and Smith (1985) as flooding. For both images, 
there is very little gas near the impeller region. The images look very similar, except that the 
right side of the y-slice has a slightly higher gas holdup than the x-slice. This is due to the 
design of the sparger (Fig. 4.10), which releases most of the gas between the NE and SE 
baffle. 
With Qg held constant at 9 LPM, increasing the impeller speed to 350 rpm causes the 
STR to enter the loading regime (Fig. 4.17; location (4) in Fig. 4.9). The start of the impeller 
dispersing the gas results in higher gas holdups near the impeller tips. Due to the start of the 
impeller dispersing the gas, there is a region of low gas holdup directly above the impeller 
hub. Upon increasing the impeller speed to N = 525 rpm which is close to Ncd, the STR is 
operating in the completely dispersed regime (location (5) in Fig. 4.9). Gas is uniformly 
distributed throughout the imaging region. Higher gas holdups are still located near the 
impeller tips. 
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Upon further increases in impeller speed to N = 700 rpm, the tank continues to 
operate in the complete dispersion regime with higher local gas holdup (Fig. 4.18; location 
(6) in Fig. 4.9). The x- and y-slice again look very similar with a few minor differences due 
to the sparger design. In the top right corner of the x-slice, there is a region of lower gas 
holdup which is not seen in the y-slice. Also, the top left corner of the x-slice has a slightly 
higher local gas holdup than the y-slice. The small differences noted above were common for 
all the images due to the unequal gas entrance caused by the manufacturing constraints on the 
sparger design required to reduce CT artifacts. 
Figure 4.19 shows an x-slice for Qg = 12 LPM with N = 325 and N = 700 rpm 
(locations (7) and (8) in Fig. 4.9). For the N = 325 rpm slice, the tank is loaded with high gas 
holdup off the impeller tip and low gas holdup at the bottom outside the impeller region. At 
N = 700 rpm, the flow is completely dispersed and the images look similar to those for Qg = 
9 LPM with N = 700 rpm due to identical flow regimes. 
4.2.2 Quantitative Gas Holdup Results 
Using a modified version of the gas holdup program, gas holdup values along the x-
axis are plotted for Qg = 9 LPM with impeller speeds N = 200 rpm (flooded), N = 350 rpm 
(loaded), and N = 700 rpm (completely dispersed). For all plots, the negative distance 
corresponds to the southern portion of the tank (Fig. 4.10). Figure 4.20 shows the local gas 
holdup values at z = 0.8 cm. The impeller hub is solid since the gas holdup there should be 
0. For all 3 impeller speeds, the gas holdup rises dramatically in the impeller region due to 
the presence of cavities behind the stirrer blades (Van't Riet and Smith, 1975). A maximum 
time-averaged gas holdup in this region is less than 55% for these conditions. For N = 700 
rpm (completely dispersed), the holdup is higher outside the impeller region than the other 
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two impeller speeds. For the other two impeller speeds, the impeller is not able to disperse 
the gas effectively, resulting in low gas holdups outside the impeller region. 
Figure 4.21 is a plot of the same three conditions at height z = 3.0 cm. There is some 
noise in the data do to the beam hardening correction, but the overall trends are clearly seen. 
The completely dispersed regime (N = 700 rpm) has a fairly uniform gas holdup which is, on 
average, higher than the other two impeller speeds. The flooded regime (N = 200 rpm) has 
high local gas holdup along the impeller shaft and a parabolic shape due to the bubble 
column type flow characteristic of flooding. The loaded regime (N = 350 rpm) has very low 
local gas holdup near the impeller shaft caused by the impeller dispersing the gas off the 
blade tips. The low gas holdup in the center for the N = 350 rpm can be seen in the z-slice 
(Fig. 4.13) and x-slice (Fig. 4.17) figure. 
Figure 4.22 shows the local gas holdup values at a height z = 5.3 cm. The flooded 
regime (N = 200 rpm) again shows a parabolic shape with high local gas holdups along the 
impeller shaft. The completely dispersed regime (N = 700 rpm) has a fairly uniform local gas 
holdup values which are higher than the loading regime (N = 350 rpm). 
A computer program was written to average all the local gas holdup values in a z-
slice. It should be noted that the holdup values for a slice were determined by summing all 
the values in the slice including solid regions. Since the total imaging volume is 2620 cm3 
with only 65 cm3 being solid, an error less than 2.5% is introduced. Figure 4.23 shows the 
slice holdup for the 4 different impeller speeds chosen for Qg = 9 LPM. The flooded 
condition (N = 200 rpm) has a completely different trend than the other 3 conditions. Instead 
of gas holdup decreasing with increasing height, the gas holdup increases with height. 
Because the impeller has very little effect dispersing the gas, the decrease in pressure head 
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with height has a big effect on the flooded regime. The decrease in pressure causes the 
bubbles to increase in size thereby increasing gas holdup. Also, as the bubbles expand and 
spread out, there is an increase in drag causing the bubble velocity to decrease which leads to 
higher gas holdup. For the other 3 conditions, the gas holdup decreases with height and has a 
parabolic shape in the impeller zone. The parabolic shape in the impeller zone is due to the 
impeller capturing the gas (Van't Riet and Smith, 1975). Another trend can be seen from the 
graph when excluding the flooded condition, the gas holdup increases with increasing 
impeller speed at all heights above the impeller zone. 
Figure 4.24 shows the average slice holdup for a constant impeller speed of N = 700 
rpm for 3 gas flow rates. From the power measurements, it is determined that all 3 conditions 
are in the completely dispersed regime. As the gas flow rate increases, the gas holdup tends 
to increase. It is speculated that recirculation may be occurring at the higher heights for Qg = 
9 LPM leading to the gas holdup being slightly higher than Qg = 12 LPM. The parabolic 
trend in the impeller region is again seen as was the case for most of the conditions in Fig. 
4.23. 
By averaging the slice-average holdup values, an overall gas holdup for the imaging 
region is obtained. The values for overall gas holdup obtained using CT values and the visual 
technique (Saravanan and Joshi, 1996; Yalwalkar et al., 2001) are presented in Table 4.2. As 
the impeller speed increases while holding Qg constant, gas holdup increases, which has also 
been recorded by many authors (Yalwalkar et al, 2001; Thatte et al., 2004). The CT gas 
holdup is highest for the condition Qg = 12 LPM and N = 700 rpm. The values of CT and 
global gas holdup differ slightly. This is because the CT holdup only takes into account the 
imaging region, which typically has more gas than the rest of the tank. 
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4.2.3 Error Quantification 
Three CT scans were taken at Qg = 9 LPM and N = 700 rpm to determine the 
repeatability of the results. For the 3 scans, CT overall gas holdup had a standard error value 
of 0.4 sg with percent standard error of 6.5%. To determine how accurate the gas holdup 
measurements are, a 7.2 cm ID empty nalgene bottle was placed in the tank filled with water, 
which gives a holdup of 11.0 % in the imaging region. One problem introduced by doing this 
test is the bleeding of a high intensity region into nearby regions (Ketcham and Carlson, 
2001). This problem was solved by setting gas holdup values lower than 10% to 0. The CT 
determined value for holdup is 11.8%, which agrees closely to the calculated value. 
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Figure 4.1: Mechanical power as a function of impeller speed. 
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Figure 4.4: Flooding/loading progression for Qg = 9 LPM; (a) N = 0, Qg = 0 , (b) N = 200 
rpm, (c) N = 225 rpm, and (d) N = 250 rpm. 
Figure 4.5: Loading/complete dispersion progression for Qg = 3 LPM; (a) N = 275 rpm, (b) 
N = 300 rpm, and (c) N = 325 rpm. 
Figure 4.6: Bubble size decreasing at constant Qg = 7 LPM; (a) N = 400 rpm, (b) N = 600 
rpm, and (c) N = 800 rpm. 
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Figure 4.11: A sample z-slice with gas holdup mapping diagram (z = 0.8 cm). 
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Figure 4.12: Slices taken at 3 different heights for Qg = 6 LPM. 
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Figure 4.13: Slices taken at 3 different heights for various impeller speeds with Qg = 9 LPM. 
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Figure 4.14: Slices taken at 3 different heights for Qg = 12 LPM. 
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Figure 4.15: CT x-slices for (a) loaded (N = 350 rpm) and (b) completely dispersed (N = 700 
rpm) for Qg = 6 LPM. 
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Figure 4.16: Flooded at Qg = 9 LPM and N = 200 rpm for (a) x- and (b) y-slice. 
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Figure 4.17: CT x-slices for (a) loaded (N = 350 rpm) and (b) completely dispersed (N = 700 
rpm) for Qg = 9 LPM. 
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Figure 4.18: Completely dispersed at Qg = 9 LPM and N = 700 rpm for (a) x- and (b) y-slice. 
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Figure 4.19: CT x-slices for (a) loaded (N = 325 rpm) and (b) completely dispersed (N = 700 
rpm) for Qg = 12 LPM. 
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Figure 4.20: Local gas holdup values along x-slice at height z = 0.8 cm for Qg = 9 LPM. 
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Table 4.1: Conditions for CT scans. 
Qe (LPM) N (rpm) Flow Regime Label in Fig. 4.9 
6 350 Loaded 1 
6 700 Complete Dispersion 2 
9 200 Flooded 3 
9 350 Loaded 4 
9 525 Complete Dispersion 5 
9 700 Complete Dispersion 6 
12 325 Loaded 7 
12 700 Complete Dispersion 8 
Table 4.2: Table for overall gas holdup of imaging region (CT) and tank (Global). 
N =200 rpm N = 325 rpm N = 350 rpm N = 525 rpm N = 700 rpm 
CT Global CT Global CT Global CT Global CT Global 
6 LPM 3.4 2.9 4.8 5 
9 LPM 3.0 2.9 3.5 3.3 5.9 4.5 6.9 6.0 
12 LPM 5.4 4.8 7.0 6.4 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions 
Gas holdup measurement techniques and hydrodynamics of STRs have been reviewed 
in this thesis. This review has shown that many people have tried to measure overall gas 
holdup in a STR, but very few have measured local gas holdup. To my knowledge, no local 
gas holdup measurements in a stirred tank reactor have been reported in the open literature 
using X-ray computed tomography. 
In this research, local gas holdup measurements in a stirred tank reactor were 
obtained using X-ray computed tomography for various operating conditions. Power 
consumption for different operating conditions was determined to identify various STR flow 
regimes. The power consumption measurements were verified through digital pictures. The 
CT slices show that there were dramatic differences in gas dispersion depending on the 
operating regime. There was very little difference visually for scans taken in the same 
operating regime even though there were differences in impeller speed and gas flow rates. 
The high resolution of the X-ray system allowed minor details such as recirculation cells 
behind the baffles to be visualized. Local gas holdup conditions were sensitive to tank 
design, which was shown by the regions of higher gas holdup on one side of the x- and y-
slices, and were attributed to an asymmetric ring sparger. 
The gas holdup measurements were also quantitatively analyzed showing the 
differences between operating regimes. Flooded conditions showed a parabolic shape for 
local gas holdup while completely dispersed conditions had a relatively constant holdup 
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value. Average holdup values for the z-slice were obtained showing how the holdup changes 
with height. The efficient capture of gas by the impeller leads to increased holdup in the 
impeller region. For the flooded condition, average gas holdup increased with height while 
the opposite occurred for the loaded and completely dispersed conditions. From the average 
z-slice holdup values, an overall average holdup value for the imaging region was determined 
showing that the holdup increased as the impeller speed increased while holding Qg constant. 
Finally, the results in this study were verified through two different tests showing that 
the results were repeatable and accurate. Hence, X-ray computed tomography is an effective 
way to measure local gas holdup in a stirred tank reactor. 
5.2 Recommendations for Further Study 
5.2.1 Software Improvements 
Future systems should incorporate a modified version of the beam hardening software 
which could be included in the PS CT software. The software would automatically apply the 
beam hardening correction instead of having to enter the intensity values into an excel file to 
determine a correction equation which is utilized in another program. Other beam hardening 
correction algorithms should be looked at that reduce the noise in the corrected data files. 
The speed of the CT scan should be improved upon. Currently a scan with 4x4 
binning and a 1 ° degree step takes 43 minutes. At the CNDE, a similar scan takes 
approximately 30 minutes. The PS CT program should be thoroughly debugged to find why 
the scan is taking an extra 10-15 minutes. 
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5.2.2 Future Work 
Now that a method has been developed for determining gas holdup using X-ray 
computed tomography, many doors have been opened for future research. Instead of using 
radial flow impellers, axial flow impellers could be used to see the different flow patterns 
created. Different regions of the tank could be imaged to produce profiles of the entire tank. 
The geometry of the tank could be slightly changed (baffles, sparger, tank diameter) to see 
how the flow patterns change. Other fluids could be used to determine how the change in 
viscosity of the working fluid affects gas holdup. CT scans could be taken at every 25 rpm 
while holding Qg constant to determine regime transition speeds (e.g., Nf, Ned). 
Finally, gas holdup profiles could be determined for bubble columns, airlift reactors, 
and fluidized beds under different operating conditions. Tracer particles could be developed 
that show up in high contrast with the fluid allowing for X-ray Particle Tracking 
Velocimetry. The X-ray system located in Black Engineering has many possibilities for 
further testing of multiphase flows. 
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